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Introduction

Botany is ancestry: I trace my family’s history to the movement of people and plants across the
Pacific beginning in the mid-1800s. Hawaii’s burgeoning sugar plantations required labor, and
American planters sought out a local botanist with connections to China – he could send for both
plants and people on the same ships. Hawaii’s troubled history of settler colonialism and
ecological devastation is part of a story that productively shadows all of my work.

I aim to excavate source material from the past and reinterpret its significance in the present
through art. I merge history with the contemporary through acts of appropriation and material
exploration, creating conditions for the viewer to grapple with colonial legacies in an affective
space of visual experience. Although my focus is the Pacific, I aim to create works that are
bridges connecting histories in cross-cultural, transoceanic ways. I feel strongly that critical
dialogue about history is crucial to understanding our conception of the present and how we
might orient ourselves towards the future.

1

Pacific to Atlantic

During my MFA studies at Hunter College, I began to ask how I could make Pacific stories
matter to an Atlantic audience. How do I locate and transform my work in New York? How are
my concerns tied to this region, including the East Coast, the Caribbean, and Europe? I began to
look at early European contact in Polynesia, particularly Tahiti, in the late-1760s and onwards.
This research put me in a position to understand the Pacific as a primary testing ground of early
modern science and technology related to navigation, cartography, botany, and astronomy. I
have focused on objects that represent the accomplished projects of experimental science
working on behalf of empire, and how these objects connect Polynesia to other colonial
territories.

I became interested in the panoptic practice of mastering the natural world and the Other through
measurement, classification, and description – a practice that underwent significant development
in the Pacific. James Cook, Louis-Antoine de Bougainville, and Jean-François de la Pérouse
navigated vessels that functioned as militarized, floating laboratories. They led imperial
missions to secure data and knowledge along with trade routes and new territories. Profits from
slavery and colonialism elsewhere in the world paid for these Pacific voyages, for attaining
mastery over the last unknown areas of the world. Jonathan Lamb has stated: “What was to be
known was what was to be seen, measured, and understood; and what was understood was then
the property of the eye and the ‘I’…Territory was the object of optical instruments that revealed
sites of improvement, resources to be developed, surpluses to be traded, town to be built.”1
1

Jonathan Lamb, Preserving the Self in the South Seas, 1680-1840 (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2001),
78.
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Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique

At the Philadelphia Museum of Art, I came across nine panels from the original twenty that
comprise the 1806 French panoramic wallpaper, Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique (“The Native
Peoples of the Pacific Ocean”). I recognized the depiction of a feathered helmet worn in Hawaii
at the time of James Cook’s arrival in 1778 similarly illustrated by an artist employed on that
expedition. The wall text informed me I was viewing a “Tahitian-inspired landscape…populated
by native people from various Pacific islands, shown in their distinctive costumes.” In this
Orientalist staging of Pacific Islander types, people otherwise separated by hundreds or
thousands of miles stand side-by-side playing their part in a French fantasy of a Pacific Eden.

I have been fascinated with this wallpaper because it empowered its viewer to feel control and
domination through sight – the panoramic wallpaper functioned like Foucault’s panopticon. I am
interested in how Dufour et Cie employed different visual languages, spatial tactics, and forms of
knowledge to convey possession and mastery of the world. Science merges with mythology,
knowledge with fantasy. The work of natural science – botanical illustration, topographic
coastal drawings, and observational depictions of tools and ships – frames and legitimizes an
epic spectacle of other people and other lands. Its spatial organization resembles a diorama,
frieze, or theatrical set, but this layout also creates a fictional geography of the Pacific and serves
ethnographic ideology by hierarchically positioning people by skin color.

In my installation Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique (fig. 1 - 5) I recreated the wall panels
depicting Tahiti and Hawaii through a digital collage of iPhone photos – exposing glitches, gaps,
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and mismatched layers. Scaled to match the original at nine feet high, the fragmentation of my
image alludes to tactics of appropriation and compositing employed by Dufour et Cie to
construct an ideological image. I used this wallpaper reconstruction as a backdrop for my handbuilt ceramic figures and natural forms – distressed versions of what one sees in the wallpaper. I
wanted to disrupt the aesthetic harmony and unity of the image, and challenge the way its
romantic aesthetics cloak a colonialist ideology. The objects were arranged in frieze formation
on a high concrete wall enabling viewers to see everything at once, at eye-level, layered upon
each other. Viewers were able to circumnavigate this four-foot high and ten-foot long wall,
placing themselves between the wallpaper and sculptures.

Fig. 1. Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique
2016/2018, ceramic, concrete, paint, and inkjet on paper, 12 x 10 x 4 ft
4

Fig. 2 - 3. Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique (detail)
2016/2018, ceramic, concrete, paint, and inkjet on paper, 12 x 10 x 4 ft
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Fig. 4. Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique (detail showing front and back views)
2016/2018, ceramic, concrete, paint, and inkjet on paper, 12 x 10 x 4 ft

Fig. 5. Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique (detail)
2016/2018, ceramic, concrete, paint, and inkjet on paper, 12 x 10 x 4 ft
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I began working on Les Sauvages by remaking the figures in clay. The medium was all about
physical contact. As I worked I decided to break-down the copy. I wanted to reveal these
figures as constructions, fantasies, fallacies. I wanted these figures to speak simultaneously
through sensuality and distress, disrupting cohesion and ideas of utopia. The sculpting process
required me to gouge and hollow, but I pushed this action further in order to disfigure and
corrupt. The action is practical, but the violent and/or sexual associations relate directly to the
body. Breaking through the surface, or breaking parts of the figure through an aggressive
hollowing, provided a counter-aesthetic, a way to challenge the aesthetic harmony and
neoclassical elegance of the image. The fragmentation and abject qualities of these sculptures
convey the urgency and immediacy of the present. I was aiming for a disunity of broken form
and mottled surface to demythify, to dig out truth, and to insert my authority over this relic.

7

Botany is Ancestry

In Botany is Ancestry (fig. 6 - 8), I rebuilt part of the foundation of my family’s home over the
concrete floor of my New York studio. I wanted to align and acknowledge two very different
worlds. This hybrid platform enabled me to ask how historical projects are literally brought
home, how they can be actualized in my world and in the viewer’s presence.

The ground floor of my home, including my bedroom, was constructed entirely from cinder
blocks, from floor to ceiling. I know its texture from lying in bed as a child and tracing the edges
of the painted cinder blocks with my fingers and feet. They are a visibly ubiquitous building
material in tropical places: used to construct middle-class homes and housing projects, schools
and warehouses, prisons and walls. I wanted to bring this material into my work because it
alludes to territory, occupation, and economic gain in former colonies such as Hawaii. As a
cheap, mass-produced construction material, it feels immediately of our own time, helping me to
span the distance between historical events and present-day consequences.

I began using copper sheeting because the material is connected to ship building, botany, and
commerce. I positioned a copper-covered box at the corner of my studio as a point of alignment
for domestic architecture and studio architecture. I positioned a second copper box at the
intersection point of three cinder block walls, evoking the base of a column. I wanted the
variegated patina effect created from salt, vinegar, torch, and sulfur to evoke old maps and
geologic topographies. The copper boxes have a size and material presence that refer to luxury
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containers such as 18th century lacquered chests made to transport tea leaves from China to
Europe.

I began using the breadfruit form in my previous work, Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique,
because the fruit has a complex colonial history, linking different regions of the world, and
because its shape and texture fascinate me. The breadfruit is indigenous to the southern Pacific
and Southeast Asia, and traveled across Melanesia and Polynesia as a canoe plant with the first
human settlement of Oceania. It is common in Hawaii – my sisters have breadfruit trees in their
backyards – and in Tahiti, where it was found by the British and considered to be the most useful
plant in the world.2 Between 1778 and 1780, the Royal Society offered fifty pounds or a gold
medal to anyone who could bring at least three live species in a “growing state” to London.3

I cast the breadfruit forms from thirteen different molds made from breadfruits purchased at
Brooklyn and New York markets. I pressed and manipulated the clay directly in the mold to
make approximately 60 unique castings. The fruits appear at different stages of ripeness, decay,
or rot; pecked by birds or cast aside by humans. I have been repelled and mesmerized since
childhood by the sensation that tropical fruits closely resemble parts of the body not only in size
and shape, but also through textural qualities of an outer “skin” that evokes the pores, warts,
bumps, bruises, and lesions of human skin. I used a clay body that retains a rich volcanic color
even after firing, and then left the fruits unglazed. In piles they allude to topography, the forest
floor, and the sensuality of bodily forms. Placed in this domestic space, they stand in for absent

2
3

John Ellis, A description of the mangostan and the bread-fruit (London: Edward and Charles Dilly, 1775), 2.
Ellis, A description of the mangostan and the bread-fruit, 1.
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occupants while also conveying ideas of consumption, wastefulness, and ecological processes. I
wanted my viewers to enter an environment situated between growth and decay.

Fig. 6. Botany is Ancestry
2017, concrete, copper, wood, ceramic, paint, 2 x 12 x 14 ft
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Fig. 7 - 8. Botany is Ancestry (detail)
2017, concrete, copper, wood, ceramic, paint, 2 x 12 x 14 ft
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Botanical Cage and Perimeter Wall

Over the last three semesters, I have been creating forms based on a drawing from 1774 of an
elaborate shipping “cabinet” designed by the British naturalist John Ellis for the transportation of
valuable breadfruit plant saplings from the southern Pacific to England (fig. 9). This wired case
was built to assist in matters of science and empire: to ensure the survival of coveted tropical
plants over long transoceanic voyages. This project of empire had the ultimate aim of cultivating
breadfruit in Jamaica and St. Vincent to relieve environmental catastrophe from deforestation
and monocropping sugar.4

Fig. 9. John Ellis (British, 1710-1776). Illustration from A description of the mangostan and the
bread-fruit (London: Edward and Charles Dilly, 1775).

4

Jennifer Newell, Trading Nature: Tahitians, Europeans, and Ecological Exchange (Honolulu: University of Hawaii
Press, 2010), 146-147.
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I built two small versions of the shipping case in wood, and then made molds and cast twentyfive of these forms in clay. I manipulated the clay so the forms appeared distressed, like a
broken trap. I imagined a glistening stack of glazed cases sitting on a pallet, or an arrangement
of these forms resembling a colonial compound or housing project. Instead of developing my
ideas for a gallery-based installation, I brought the objects outdoors to relate them to the natural
environment.

For my photographs, Carrier, Hudson River (fig. 10) and Carrier, North Atlantic (fig. 11), I
asked swimmers to guide my objects into New York's historic waterways, inviting expanded
readings about trade, migration, and labor. I selected photographs where the body is submerged
underwater and completely hidden. The forms appear as mysterious orphans, perilously adrift in
cold Atlantic waters.

Fig. 10. Carrier (Hudson River)
2017, photograph, 24 x 36 in
13

Fig. 11. Carrier (North Atlantic)
2017, photograph, 24 x 36 in

For my thesis installation, Botanical Cage and Perimeter Wall (fig. 12-15), I rebuilt the
breadfruit shipping cabinet four-feet high, with wired windows and a ventilation roof, closely
matching the original design. I wanted the cabinet to appear as an embellished prison – a
seductively beautiful yet frightening form. I felt this paradox – violence and beauty, captivity
and protection – was crucial for my reinterpretation of this object and my ability to create new
meanings. Craig Owens wrote of the allegorist:
He lays claim to the culturally significant, poses as its interpreter. And in his
hands the image becomes something other (allos = other + agoreuei = to speak).
He does not restore an original meaning that may have been lost or obscured;
allegory is not hermeneutics. Rather, he adds another meaning to the image. If he
adds, however, he does so only to replace: the allegorical meaning supplants an
antecedent one; it is a supplement. This is why allegory is condemned, but it is
also the source of its theoretical significance.5
5

Craig Owens, “The Allegorical Impulse: Toward a Theory of Postmodernism,” October 12 (Spring 1980): 69.
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I created relationships between materials and forms and made direct allusions to a vulnerable
body. I sheathed the shipping container in copper with a patina made from vinegar, the sulphur
of hard-boiled eggs, and a corrosive amount of salt. I thought of Titian’s Flaying of the Marsyas
when I saw that the patina appeared as bruised, raw skin, or in other areas like a toxic stain. The
original 1774 design contains a hinged ventilation roof and solid flaps that slide over the wired
windows, protecting the plants from cold wind, salt spray, and the birds and animals on board the
ship. I attached these flaps and kept them raised, enclosing the cage and hiding the steel window
grills. In its closed state, the darkened interior of the cage is visible only through the viewing
portals and slightly vented roof. The enclosed prison appears impenetrable and mysterious,
raised up on a shipping palette and looming over 250 ceramic breadfruit forms. The fruits echo
ideas of preciousness and violence – the unglazed ceramics seem fragile, and their decayed
forms allude to mutilation.

I constructed a masonry wall from concrete cinder blocks, over four feet high and sixteen feet
long, running along the gallery’s structural wall facing Canal and Watts streets. I situated the
copper cage four feet in front of the wall to allow viewers to circulate, but also to create a feeling
of uncomfortable compression when standing between cage, fruit, and wall. The fruits were
densely piled at the base of the wall, extending towards the viewer’s path around the cage.
Within the bottom rows of the wall, I embedded two wood boxes with the same dimensions of
the cinder blocks. These wood boxes resemble the vegetable and fruit crates of our own era,
with ventilation “peep” holes that echo the portal windows of the cage. They allude to
something alive yet doubly entrapped: inside the box and inside the wall.

15

Fig. 12. Botanical Cage and Perimeter Wall (closed view)
2018, wood, copper, steel, cement, ceramic, 4.5 x 16 x 12 ft

Fig. 13. Botanical Cage and Perimeter Wall (detail, open view)
2018, wood, copper, steel, cement, ceramic, 4.5 x 16 x 12 ft
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Fig. 14. Botanical Cage and Perimeter Wall (open view)
2018, wood, copper, steel, cement, ceramic, 4.5 x 16 x 12 ft

Fig. 15. Botanical Cage and Perimeter Wall (detail, open view)
2018, wood, copper, steel, cement, ceramic, 4.5 x 16 x 12 ft
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Tania Bruguera has mentioned that objects can have more rights than people. At this moment
refugees and migrants ride the tops of trains, while commodities are protected inside. Part of the
history of this shipping cabinet is that a plant could be so cherished and protected, while in the
hold of passing ships people were locked in captivity and trafficked as cargo. Breadfruit was a
symbol of paradise for the British and French, assumed to be a fast-growing, labor-free fruit tree
from a mythically sensual place. By the 1790s, this fruit of paradise had made its journey to
“islands of bondage.”6

I aim to continue working with sources, spaces, and forms that excavate the past in the present.
It is my ambition to provoke recognition of history’s complex relations and our unending
responsibility of bringing this complexity to light.

6

Greg Dening, Mr Bligh’s Bad Language: Passion, Power, and Theatre on the Bounty (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1992), 11.
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